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Series lineup

The SonicWall SuperMassive 9000 Series features 4 x lO—GbE SFP+, up to 12 x i-GbE SFP, 8 x ‘l—GbE copper and 1 GbE

management interfaces, with an expansion port for an additional 2 x10- GbE SFP+ interfaces (future release). The 9000 Series

features hot—swappable fan modules and power supplies.

SuperMassive 9000 Series
LCD SDcard For EXBOGb ‘le‘erE Bxl-GbE LCD Dual 4x10-GbE Bx l-GbE Exi-GbE

controls future use S-SD SFP ports ports controfs USB ports SFP+ ports SFP- ports ports

   
 

 

LCD Console ‘| GbE management
LCD Console Dual USB 1 GbE management 4 x 'IO-GbE display port interface
display port ports interface SFP+ ports

Dual hot— Expansron bay Two hot-ss-uappable,
swappable fans for future use redundant power supplies _

- ExpanSIon bay Dual hot— Two not-swappable. 
for Future use swappable fans redundant power supplies

 

Capt-1min}.-

Processmg cores _ 24 __ 32 . 32 o4

Firewall throughput . 15 Gbps . 20 Gbps . 20 Gbps . 31.8 Gbps

Application inspection throughput : 5 Gbps . ‘IO Gbps . ‘|’|.5 Gbps . 23 Gbps

Intrusion prevention sys:ern UPS) throughput 5 Gbps _ ‘ICI Gbps . 11.5 Gbps 21.3 Gbps

Antz-malware inspection throughput 3.5 Gbps . 4.5 Gbps . 5 Gbps ii Gbps
Maximum DPI connections 1.5 M ”LS M 2.0 M 2.5 M

Dem|o--;_.-rn::-n‘: modes I I I " I

L2 bridge mode Yes Yes Yes . Yes

Wire mode . Yes . Yes . Yes . Yes

Gateway-INAT mode . Yes . Yes . Yes . Yes

Tap mode Yes . Yes . Yes Yes

Transparent mode = Yes _ Yes _ Yes _ Yes
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Reassembly- Free Deep Packet

Inspection engine

RFDPI is a single-pass, low latency

inspection system that performs
stream-based, bi-directional traffic

analysis at high speed without proxying
or buffering to effectively uncover

intrusion attempts, malware and identify

application traffic regardless of port and

protocol. This proprietary engine relies

on streaming traffic payload inspection

in order to detect threats at Layers

3-7. The RFDF’I engine takes network

streams through extensive and repeated

Packet assem bly-based process

P S _ d' PacketbI
roxy canning Isassern y 55L

Tmffic'infig" Traffic out Traffic In 6fl @-—‘O l i
E:..‘ICOI.-IOIOIIOOQII-OUIIIICWI“.

When proxy
inspection time becomes full or Inspection capacity lnc paction time

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII content too large. IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
More files bypass Min Max Less More

scanning.

Competitive proxy-based architecture

normalization and decryption in order
to neutralize advanced obfuscation and

evasion techniques that seek to confuse
detection engines and sneak malicious
code into the network.

Once a packet undergoes the necessary

pre-processing, including TLS/SSL

decryption, it is analyzed against a single
proprietary memory re presentation

of multiple signature databases:
intrusion attacks, malware, botnet and

applications. The connection state

is then advanced to represent the

  

position of the stream relative to these
databases until it encounters a state of

attack, or other "match" event, at which

pointa preset action is taken. In most
cases, the connection is terminated

and proper logging and notification

events are created. However, the engine

can also be configured 1for inspection

only or, in the case of application

detection, to provide Layer 7 bandwidth
management services for the remainder

of the application stream as soon as the
application is identified.

Reassembly-free Deep Packet inspection (RFDP!)

n=1024

Traffic out

H

Inspection capacity

Min Max
Reassembiy-free packet

scanning eliminates proxyand content Size limitations.

SonicWall stream-based architecture

 

Extensible architecture for extreme

scalability and performance

The RFDPI engine is purposely designed

with a keen focus on providing security

scanning at a high level of performance,

to match both the inherently parallel
and ever growing nature of network
traffic. When combined with multi—core

processor systems, this parallelism-

centric software architecture scales up

perfectly to address the demands of

deep packet inspection {DPI} at high

traffic loads. The SuperMassive platform

relies on processors that, unlike x86,

are optimized for packet, crypto and
network processing while retaining

flexibility and programmability in the

field — a weak point for ASICs systems.

This flexibility is essential when new code

and behavior updates are necessary

to protect against new attacks that

require updated and more sophisticated

detection techniques. Another aspect

of the platform design is the unique

ability to establish new connections

on any core in the system, providing
ultimate scalability and the ability to

deal with traffic spikes. This approach

 
multi—core

delivers extremely high new session
establishment rates (new conn/sec) while

deep packet inspection is enabled — a
key metric that is often a bottleneck for

data center deployments.

1? ‘4. 1 Eli; JFP
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Capture Labs

The dedicated, in—house SonicWall

Capture Labs threats research

team researches and develops

countermeasures to deploy to customer

firewalls for up—to—date protection. The

team gathers data on potential threat
data from several sources including our

award~winning network sandboxing

service, Capture Advanced Threat
Protection, as well as more than 1 million
SonicWall sensors located around the

globe that monitor traffic for emerging

threats. It is analyzed via machine

learning using SonicWall's Deep

Learning Algorithms to extract the DNA

from the code to see if it is related to any
known forms of malicious code.

SonicWall NGFW customers with the

latest security capabilities are provided

continuously updated threat protection

around the clock. New updates take

Requrres added subscription

Advanced threat protection

SonicWall Capture Advanced Threat
Protection Service is a cloud—based

multi-engine sandbox that extends

firewall threat protection to detect and

prevent zero—day threats. Suspicious files

are sent to the cloud for analysis with

the option to hold them at the gateway
until a verdict is determined. The

multi-engine sandbox platform, which

includes virtualized sandboxing, full

system emulation and hypervisor level

analysis technology, executes suspicious

code and analyzes behavior. When a
file is identified as malicious, a hash is

immediately created within Capture and
later a signature is sent to firewalls to

prevent follow—on attacks.

The service analyzes a broad range

of operating systems and file types,

including executable programs, DLL,
PDFs, MS Office documents, archives,
JAR and APK.

Capture provides an at—a~glance threat

analysis dashboard and reports, which

detail the analysis results for files sent to

effect immediately without reboots

or interruptions. The signatures on

the appliances protect against wide

classes of attacks, covering up to tens
of thousands of individual threats with a

single signature.

In addition to the countermeasures on

the appliance, SuperMassive firewalls
also have access to the SonicWall

CloudAV', which extends the onboard

signature intelligence with tens of

millions of signatures, and growing
by millions annually. This CloudAV

database is accessed by the firewall via

a proprietary, lightweight protocol to

augment the inspection done on the

appliance. With Capture Advanced
Threat Protection', 3 cloud-based multi—

engine sandbox, organizations can

examine suspicious files and code in an

isolated environment to stop advanced
threats such as zero-day attacks.

the service, including source, destination

and a summary plus details of malware
action once detonated.
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